FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IFLIX'S KL GANGSTER UNDERWORLD FRANCHISE RETURNS
WITH NEW MOVIE – RISE TO POWER
KUALA LUMPUR, August 26, 2019 – iflix, Southeast Asia’s leading entertainment service,
today confirmed the much anticipated movie spin-off in the KL Gangster Underworld universe
– Rise to Power – which will premiere exclusively on iflix, for free, on September 19, 2019.
In Rise to Power, Dynas Mokhtar reprises her role as Madam Wong, to tell the story of how
the only woman to lead a KL gang rose to power through guile, grit and ruthlessness. In a
suspenseful retelling that chronicles her struggles, May Wong defies patriarchal family
tradition while plotting her way to power, taking no prisoners and showing no mercy.
Mark Francis, iflix Global Director of Original Programming, said, “When we looked at
the feedback from fans who made KL Gangster Underworld Season 1 one of our most
successful series, we realised they were particularly intrigued by the character of Madam
Wong (Dynas Mokhtar) and the nature of her relationship with Ayah Zan (Hasnul Rahmat).
We were in the planning stages for Season 2 when Dynas became pregnant, and it occurred
to us that we could pre-empt the second season with a story set 10 years before the events
of season one, thereby “resurrecting” Zan.”
“This movie is really unique for its strong and ruthless female lead, whilst serving up the level
of fight action and plot intrigue that is making the KL Gangster Underworld franchise a true
fan favourite,” said Francis.
Rise to Power reunites film-making veterans from Skop Productions (makers of
award-winning movies Munafik 2, Abang Long Fadil 2, Evolusi KL Drift 2, and KL Gangster),
with renowned directors Faisal Ishak and Syafiq Yusof, who helmed KL Gangster Underworld
Season 1.
Fans of KL Gangster Underworld will be thrilled to see the return of favourite characters Zan
(Hasnul Rahmat), Tauke (Azhan Rani), Shah (Beto Kusyairy), Adi (Zahiril Adzim), and Belut

(Amerul Affendi), alongside the “King” from 2001’s KL Gangster movie played by veteran
actor Ridzuan Hashim. The movie also introduces intriguing new characters played by
newcomer Elvis Chin, seasoned performer Tony Eusoff (Saloma), and TV star Sharifah
Sakinah (Girlfriend Aku Dari Neraka The Series) .

Fans can catch the complete franchise; KL Gangster, KL Gangster 2 and KL Gangster
Underworld Season 1, for free, on iflix ahead of the launch of Rise To Power on September
19, 2019, which answers some critical questions raised in Season 1, while foreshadowing
even more drama and action in Season 2.
In keeping with iflix’s ambitions to delight and entertain audiences with a stream of premium
local content, Rise to Power serves to close the gap in release schedule between smash hit
KL Gangster Underworld Season 1 and season 2 (which begins shooting in November),
slated for 2020 release.
As announced in June 2019, Malaysian audiences can also look forward to the Q4 release of
a four-part miniseries of Ombak Rindu, Malaysia’s biggest romantic drama adapted from
Fauziah Ansari’s best-selling trilogy. Meanwhile, Indonesian audiences can expect two new
iflix Originals Kisah Tanah Jawa a
 nd C
 onversation with Ghosts (working title) in early 2020.
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